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ABSTRACT
In this study, a new design of commenting system for visual contents is investigated. The aim is to explore the elements 
which enrich the user interaction and enhance the user experience while commenting, specifically on fashion social 
networks. This study explores how an improved commenting system may motivate fashion social networks’ users to 
express their idea about fashion products.  A speculative design approach is used as a means for investigation. A design 
process consisting of semi structured interviews, thematic analysis, paper prototype, Online prototype and user testing is 
followed to design a human-centered commenting system.  
The results suggest that providing richer tools for commenting could improve the user interaction. The most promising 
elements to use in fashion social media commenting system are color and pattern palettes, tagging comment and comment 
categorization. These elements enable fashion customers to express their ideas easier and obtain a holistic overview around 
other peoples’ comments. 
Apart from fashion brands’ social networks, the approach may also be more effective in fashion brand websites. People 
would like to have a strong impact on fashion brands. Therefore, commenting somewhere that is tightly connected to 
fashion brands are preferred rather than having the conversation just among themselves in social media.

RichComment: Design av ett system med  interaktiva kommentarer för visuellt innehåll i sociala nätverk 
inom mode
SAMMANFATTNING
Detta projekt handlar om att undersöka och utforma ett nytt system för att kommentera visuellt innehåll. Mer specifikt är 
målet att utforska de element som berikar användarinteraktionen och förbättrar användarupplevelsen i kontexten av sociala 
nätverk och kommentarer kring klädmode. Detta projekt tittar på hur ett förbättrat kommentarsystem kan motivera 
användare på sociala nätverk att uttrycka sig i termer av egna idéer kring modeprodukter. Designprocessen för projektet 
består av semi-strukturerade intervjuer, tematisk analys, pappersprototyper, online-prototyper och användarstudier i syfte 
att designa ett mer användarcentrerat kommentarsystem.
Resultaten pekar på att genom att tillhandahålla ett rikare verktyg för kommentarer så kan användarens interaktion och 
upplevelse förbättras. De delar av designen för att kommentera mode i sociala nätverk som är mest lovande är färg och 
mönsterpaletter, taggning av kommentarer samt kategorisering av kommentarer. Dessa delar gör det möjligt för potentiella 
kunder att på ett enkelt sätt uttrycka sina idéer och samtidigt få en överblick av andra människors kommentarer.
Bortsett från modevarumärkenes sociala nätverk så kan tillvägagångssättet även appliceras på mode-bolagens egna 
webbplatser. I studien såg vi att användare önskar ha en starkare relation till dessa varumärken och mode-bolag. Av detta 
följer att det är viktigt att användare har möjlighet att på ett rikare sätt kommentera i den nära kontexten till mode-
varumärken snarare än att ha konversationen i vanliga sociala medier.
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, a new design of commenting system for visual 

contents is investigated. The aim is to explore the elements 

which enrich the user interaction and enhance the user 

experience while commenting, specifically on fashion social 

networks. This study explores how an improved commenting 

system may motivate fashion social networks’ users to 

express their idea about fashion products.  A speculative 

design approach is used as a means for investigation. A 

design process consisting of semi structured interviews, 

thematic analysis, paper prototype, online prototype and user 

testing is followed to design a human-centered commenting 

system.  

The results suggest that providing richer tools for 

commenting could improve the user interaction. The most 

promising elements to use in fashion social media 

commenting system are color and pattern palettes, tagging 

comment and comment categorization. These elements 

enable fashion customers to express their ideas easier and 

obtain a holistic overview around other peoples’ comments. 

Apart from fashion brands’ social networks, the approach 

may also be more effective in fashion brand websites. People 

would like to have a strong impact on fashion brands. 

Therefore, commenting somewhere that is tightly connected 

to fashion brands are preferred rather than having the 

conversation just among themselves in social media.  

Author Keywords 

Fashion social media, interactive commenting system, 

human centered design, visual content commenting. 

ACM Classification Keywords 

H.5.2. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 

User Interfaces; 

INTRODUCTION 

Internet usage is ever increasing, as in January 2018 over 4 

billion people around the world using the internet and social 

media [19]. Brands and companies are engaging online 

audiences and try to create value from this interaction. 

Engaging through comments, likes, emoticons, etc. are a 

central aspect of interaction on social media. As social media 

is becoming increasingly visual [26], new and more visual 

ways of commenting especially in visual media are starting  

to emerge (e.g. Pinterest and google photo). As a particular 

domain, fashion brands are beneficiating more from visual 

content commenting systems. In this paper I have explored 

this topic, starting from the perspective of fashion social 

media as well as from a more commercial perspective. 

BACKGROUND 

Garments are considered as one of the most important 

elements in everyone’s lives and what people wear to some 

extent expresses their feelings, identities and personalities 

[14]. The fashion industry as a huge global business has been 

traditionally working offline and been relying more on 

physical stores [3]. By the digital revolution, the fashion 

companies extended their   borders of business strategies for 

the internationalization purposes where they introduced e-

stores.  

The initial fashion e-commerce was basically a one-way 

interaction and the customer could not express their 

ideas.    By Web 2.0 evolution, the possibility of both side 

interaction between companies and customers and also 

customers among themselves was provided [5]. Users found 

online shopping to be no longer satisfying. Indeed, they 

expected a more collaborative online experience where the 

platform enables them to communicate with the company 

and other consumers to get more information and insight on 

the products. Therefore, to enhance the customer 

participation and satisfaction Web 2.0 capabilities were 

applied to e-commerce and turned that to a social commerce 

[16].  

On the other hand, it is essential to have peoples’ voice 

beside experts’ in order to obtain a social ground up 

perspective and increase the customer satisfaction regarding 

fashion. In this regard, after web2.0 evolution, several brands 

invested in social networks to foster the relationship with 

customers and obtain a better perspective of customers’ 

desires [1]. Most of the companies made fan pages on social 

networking websites to place their brand posts together with 

a short description linked to their website. Brand social 

webpage is where customers can interact with a company by 

liking or commenting on their posts [27].  



Although the goal of making fashion social networks is to 

enhance the two-sided interaction, fashion brands mostly use 

it as a distribution channel to advertise their products. By 

observing the brands posts in social networks, you can find a 

lot of likes and comments which are very useful for brand 

promotion [15]. But the question is whether liking something 

shows truly the user expression or since it is easy to like, 

customers prefer to use the “like” button.  

Huang and Benyoucef (2015) stated that the most important 

user preference of social features in social commerce 

websites is the “comment” button. Commenting systems in 

social networks raise discussions around the generated 

content and consequently provide social connection and 

feedbacks for the host of the content. Particularly, 

commenting is an effective way to expand the experience of 

social content sharing and browsing, as they add diverse 

views and dimensions to the content [17]. 

Having a look at the comments underneath of a fashion 

brands ‘posts in social media reveals that there are not that 

much of valuable and relevant comments. The comments 

mostly contain appreciation words like “Nice” or “great”, 

tagging friend or questions about where to buy this product 

which are basically easy to write. From another perspective, 

to get an overall overview around the discussed content, the 

users should spend a lot of time scrolling up and down 

between the comments. Furthermore, the current social 

networks commenting system is usually text-thread-based 

and unorganized that it is quite easy and probable to get lost 

between numerous comments [18]. In a nutshell, although 

the main aim of having the commenting system is to let 

customers express their ideas and give feedbacks, but still 

people are not fully taking the advantage of this feature in 

fashion social networks. 

In this study, A new commenting system for fashion social 

networks was designed by applying a speculative human-

centered design. The aim was to enhance the customer 

expression via commenting on fashion brands visual 

contents in social networks. The design process consisting 

interview, thematic analysis, paper prototype and online 

prototype were followed, and the design was evaluated 

through usability and user testing.  

LITERATURE REVIEW: DESIGN INSPIRATION 

An effective commenting system for visual content should 

be able to encourage the users and make it easy for them to 

express their own ideas about a product and then 

consequently can enhance the user experience the respective 

network. To get inspired and find out the important design 

parameters in fashion social media networks, three closely 

related topics such as fashion customization, fashion design 

games and commenting systems were investigated. 

Fashion customization provides some levels of freedom to 

consumers and let them express what they want. 

Customization makes it possible by providing the 

individually customized products and exciting shopping 

experiences [10]. Therefore, in this study, several fashion 

brands were investigated to explore the ways that consumers 

can foster their creativity by designing their own unique 

piece of clothes. 

In fashion games players can design clothing and outfit 

styles. Additionally, game makers provide various design 

Figure 1. 1. OPTITEX: fully parametrized virtual human body model used in virtual-try-on application [7], 2. Adidas:      

customizing the color and pattern of the shoes, 3. Google Drive: Highlighted-comment on visual content, 4. CommenTV: it eases 

the process of commenting and reviewing the comments on video contents [18]. 5. Toca Tailor Fairly Tales: It is a game that enable 

players design the clothes by choosing colors and fabric patterns. 6. Barbie Fashion Designer: It is a game that allows players 

design and print out the barbie’s clothes. 



tools and clothes pieces to the players in order to enhance 

player engagement. Gamification in fashion topics can be 

used for both ideation and inspiration.  

Most of the existing commenting systems are text-based and 

displayed in threads. In this study, it has been tried to explore 

the creative ways of commenting systems to come up with a 

user-friendly commenting system that can help users to 

comment easier and expressive. 

Fashion customization:  

The acceptance of personalization, customization and 

collaboration of customer for creating or designing products 

are gradually increasing after emerging new technologies 

such as web2.0 platforms and 3D printing. Personalization 

considers each customer as an individual and tries to provide 

them a design platform that empowers their own design 

capabilities [25]. One step further, the customization is the 

hackability. It means not only letting but also encouraging 

people to be creative and giving them an ability to design 

based on their desires and needs [11]. Creating a unique 

fashion product beside exciting experience of making 

something new, motivate people to contribute in co-design. 

A successful co-design platform should have a high level of 

customer satisfaction and give them a memorable user 

experience. One of the efficient ways of enriching the user 

experience and increasing the customer satisfaction is to use 

the advanced technology features that simulate customer’s 

body shape and movement in a co-design platform [10].  

Nowadays, a wide range of customization exists. Full body 

scanning for pattern drafting, web-based 3D simulation of 

clothes regarding the customer size to let them virtually try 

clothes on their own body [7]. Moreover, several virtual 

stores exist that allow users to participate in design process. 

For instance, Apliiq.com and spreadshirt.com allow users to 

add some extra elements like packet and a ready pattern or 

make their own design and place it on a chosen cloth. 

Polyvore.com is an example of fashion social website that 

tries to democratize fashion industry. They succeeded to 

grow customer satisfaction by enabling them to customize 

their own sets of fashion from different brands [9]. Several 

brands also provide customization tools to customers. 

Adidas1 and Nike2 provide a white canvas of shoes that allow 

users to customize their desired color and fabric pattern of 

the different parts. 

Fashion design games: 

Digital Domain company has developed a dress-up game 

which is called “fashion barbie designer”. It provides 

clothing, colors and patterns through different menu options 

                                                           
1. https://www.adidas.com/us/customize 

2.  https://www.nike.com/us/en_us/c/converse/custom 

3. https://tocaboca.com/app/toca-tailor-fairy-tales 

4. https://www.pinterest.se 

to players. Once the players design an outfit, they can print 

that and use it as clothes for real Barbie dolls.  

Another example is “Toca Tailor Fairy Tales3” game. In this 

game the players design and style the clothes from the 

scratch. however, the game mainly focuses on color and 

pattern of the clothes. Two fun characters have been 

provided to try clothes on their body. It has 16 different 

fabric patterns. Players can also make their own cool fabric 

pattern by using the camera feature. In addition, several 

clothing details and accessories are provided. For being 

creative and expressive, it is a good way of playing around 

the color and patterns for different part of the clothes. 

Commenting system:  

Using a commenting system that suits the nature and content 

of each topic is an important step in enhancing the user 

participation in commenting. Hwang et. al (2012), developed 

a time-based commenting system on video content. In their 

commenting system viewers participant in creating more 

content in an easier way.  The comments are visualized in 

different colors on timeline bar and users see all the 

comments by hovering on [18]. 

Pinterest4 commenting system provides both image and text 

comment. Fashion brands can benefit from that and normally 

motivates their users to share their pictures on the pinned 

product. This could be a good way to let other people see 

how that clothes looks like in different body styles.   

Google Drive uses a highlighted commenting system for 

giving feedback and suggestion. It makes the process of 

commenting so easy. For all types of files from text to image, 

the user only needs to choose the intended part and write a 

comment. Hence, there is no need to address the commenting 

part [12]. 

Diakopoulos, and Naaman (2011) studied the quality of 

discourse in online news comments. They showed that the 

categorization of the comments based on content analysis is 

a promising tool to structure the commenting and comment 

reading experience [8]. Another example of categorization in 

social media is “hashtag”. It allows users to obtain an overall 

overview of the posts which have been used the same 

hashtag.  

RESEARCH QUESTION 

This study tries to bridge the gap in the current fashion social 

media commenting system by answering the following 

research questions. 

 

 

 

https://www.nike.com/us/en_us/c/converse/custom


1. What elements should be added to the current commenting 

system to enhance user interaction and expression while 

commenting on fashion brands visual contents in social 

networks? 

2. How could an improved commenting system motivate and 

encourage ordinary people to express their ideas about 

fashion products? 

METHOD 

This study is following the speculative design methodology. 

In such a study careful management of speculation is a key 

factor. Otherwise, users would not be encouraged and 

motivated to use the new design. A speculative design is 

working as a bridge between the current stage of the concept 

and the future changes that might be applied to the concept 

[2]. 

This work is structured-so to find a human-centered solution 

for the above research questions by applying a qualitative 

approach. The aim is to explore a new commenting system 

in fashion social media that motivates the user to comment 

on visual content and express their idea in an efficient, easy 

and case oriented manner by analyzing the users’ needs and 

behaviors. 

The design process was followed to reframe the problem into 

an actionable human centric solution [6]. The stages of the 

design process are shown in the figure 2. First stage of the 

design process was to gain a deep understanding of target 

group needs and experience. Therefore, a semi structured 

interview was conducted. Afterwards, during the define 

stage all the obtained information from the empathize stage 

were gathered for further analysis. At this stage a thematic 

analysis has been done and design elements were extracted. 

The third stage was ideation where I tried to think out of the 

box and being creative to reframe the extracted needs to a 

design solution. Hence, paper prototypes were used as a 

brainstorming tool. Several paper prototypes were designed 

and compared to decide about the elements and its positions. 

Then an online prototype was designed with the prototyping 

tool “Justinmind”. In order to have a clean user interface for 

the user study a heuristic evaluation has been done. Finally, 

to evaluate the design, a user test was conducted. In this stage 

the aim was to inform user understanding and get to know 

how people think, behave and feel while interacting with the 

prototype. 

DESIGN PROCESS 

In this section the five stages of the design process are 

described in detailed.   

Empathize: Semi-structured interview 

When conducting qualitative interviews, it is important to 

make the interviews feeling more like a conversation rather 

than a questionnaire to let the interviewees share their 

thoughts in a friendly environment [21]. Therefore, a semi 

structured interview is conducted to uncover rich descriptive 

data from participants experience, thoughts and feelings. 

Even though, the interview was semi structured it was 

carefully planned. The topics and questions were written as 

an interview guide to avoid forgetting any important 

question. Moreover, the interview guide contained a limited 

set of questions to make sure that the time was spent on 

exploring the questions related to the research topic. 

Target group 

The target group for the interviews were chosen between my 

circle of friends who are active in social media, specifically 

those following fashion brands’ social pages. All the 

participants were regular posters and commenters beside 

being interested about fashion as a hobby. Hence, they could 

share valuable information about the current features of 

social media commenting system, especially when it comes 

to fashion related topics.  

I interviewed with 7 persons, consisting of 2 men and 5 

women with the age range of 22 to 46. The duration of 

interviews was 20 minutes on average. The Participants’ 

answers were drafted. A careful note was taken, including 

interviewees keywords and quotes. 

Interview structure  

It is sometimes difficult to ask the interviewees’ opinion 

verbally and explain the exact purpose of the question and in 

return obtain the right feedback. To bridge this gap, the 

interviews were performed more figuratively. Firstly, 

interviewees were asked to browse to one of the well-known 

fashion brands Instagram pages. Instagram was chosen since 

its posts are image based and it is number one in fashion 

Empathize

•Semi-
structured 
interview  

Define

•Thematic 
analysis 

Ideation

•Brain-
storming 

Prototype 

•Online 
prototype 

Evaluation 

•User test

Figure 2. Design process 



discovery5. Then they were asked to choose two pictures. 

The first selected picture should contain one piece of clothes 

while the second one should have several pieces of clothes. 

Each participant was situated into a scenario where they 

asked to complete some certain tasks. The tasks were 

formulated by answering some questions. The questions are 

shown in figure 3. 

To obtain more effective comments from the participants 

after the primary session, a short and comprehensive 

description of the research topic was explained. This time the 

interviews were conducted orally. The participants were 

encouraged to be more creative and expressive to obtain a 

better overview of interviewees opinion about what type of 

functionalities of commenting system would motivate them 

to express their ideas about the visual content in a fashion 

social network. 

Interview overview 

The perception of the interview results was divided into three 

sections. In the first part, the interviewees were asked to 

answer some general questions and complete the given tasks. 

The second part was more task oriented and participants 

were asked to comment on different parts of the selected 

picture. In the last part, the purpose of the study was 

revealed, and the interviewees were asked to propose a 

design that motivates them to comment in fashion brands 

products in social media. 

First part 

By analyzing the interviewees’ answers to the general given 

questions, numerous points were extracted. 

                                                           

5.https://www.facebook.com/iq/articles/facebook-instagram-and-the-

changing-world-of-fashion-shopping 

The results show that to express the general positive feelings 

in a comment a nice and short sentence were preferred like 

“nice” and “fabulous” while to dislike they avoid 

commenting or liking. Unfamiliarity with fashion 

terminologies, the name of the clothes parts and different 

type of textures is a big burden that hinders the commenting 

for regular users. 

Usually in fashion brand social media the finalized version 

of the products is shown and as a customer, the interviewees 

believed these products would have all the fashion beauty 

requirements certified by professionals that leads to lack of 

confidence for commenting or criticizing the color or design 

of clothes.  

The interview outcomes highlighted the fact that Sometimes 

to ease the commenting they try to look at the previous 

comments to get inspired even though most of the people try 

to write nice and short comments. It was also concluded that 

if the users like a product with a lot of comments under the 

respective post, an attempt to read some of the comments will 

be made, however; following all the comment is difficult and 

tedious and almost impossible to obtain a clear and fair idea 

about that product. On the other hand, commenting is 

considered as a time-consuming task and for the spent time, 

users are afraid that the idea and the comment will be diluted 

and disregarded which makes them unwilling for further 

commenting. 

Second part 

The results regarding the more task-oriented part of the 

interview shows that in the post containing only one picture 

the participants tried to name different parts of the selected 

clothes and write their opinion about it. By observing this 

behavior, the author concluded that writing about the details 

is more difficult, especially when the interviewees were 

asked to express their ideas about the design of specific parts 

of the clothes. For instance, one of the participants wanted to 

write about the color of the clothes and she express the 

difficulty by saying “my red is not your red” when she was 

not able to describe the exact color. 

Size customization was found a practical and helpful tool and 

the participants were interested to comment about the length 

of the specific dress and suggest a new style where one 

mentioned “if the dress was shorter, I would have bought 

that”. 

In multi objects pictures when the participants were asked to 

comment and express their ideas the situation was 

aggravated, and they found it very difficult since they could 

see different product that naming and commenting on each 

of them separately is so detailed and time consuming.  The 

interviews uttered that a Richer vocabulary in the case of 

commenting in multi object pictures is needed. 

Figure 3. Interview questions 



Third part 

The main understanding of the third part where the 

participants were asked to express their opinion about the 

circumstances that the commenting system on visual 

contents in fashion brand social networks can be improved 

to motivate the customers share their ideas, are as following. 

In general, all the users were more willing to comment if 

there was an easier and less time-consuming method. 

As an example, from the received suggestion, it is easier to 

click and tag something on the picture while in the text box, 

appearing underneath, they could see the part name like 

“@left sleeve” or “@collar” of the clothes. In addition, 

categorizing the earlier comments based on different options 

such as popularity, number of likes and dislikes and date can 

help the users to see the other comments more efficient. 

Adding a new design on the original clothes such as selection 

of colors and patterns from the prefabricated palette could 

improve the commenting system in a way that the users do 

not need to name any part or color. It was also proposed that 

having a section to save all the comments or design 

suggestions can help the further explorations around a certain 

design. 

Define: Thematic analysis  

The notes were carefully read, and all the key points were 

labeled. The collected data were analyzed through a thematic 

analysis and divided into two categories and four 

subcategories to ease the identification of the new 

commenting system features. The categories are shown in 

the figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. Design elements 

Ideation: Paper prototype  

Paper prototypes were designed by considering the design 

elements obtained from the user interviews and reflecting the 

Nielsen Norman design principle in the design [23].  

Simplicity is a key design principle. The easier to understand 

and use – the more likely it is to be adopted and engaged 

with. KISS, “keep it simple and straightforward” is thus a 

great rule to be applied when considering the design work in 

a larger context of usage [20]. However, it is also important 

not to make things so simple to underestimate the 

functionality of the final design. Moreover, based on 

interview findings, users usually spend a limited time to 

comment on a product and explore the functionality of the 

commenting system. therefore, the simplest and the most 

practical interface should be designed.  

The familiar tasks ease the process of the mapping things into 

the existing cognitive memory and consequently the 

confusion level while interacting with the prototype will be 

decreased. Hence, the usual UI style of social media 

elements and common UI style of picture editing tools were 

followed to design a prototype in order to make it more 

convenient for users to express their ideas. After some 

iteration on paper prototype, the online prototype was 

developed 

Online prototype  

The online prototype was also designed to provide a clear 

interface to users. To avoid usability problems during the 

user testing. The details of the designed interface are 

explained as following.  

RichComment icon 

The Instagram style was chosen for the starting point where 

the users can see a similar page to a fashion brand Instagram 

page. Underneath of each post beside other buttons, a new 

button was added named “RichComment”. The button was 

placed aligned within the commenting bar to make it clear to 

the user that a new way of commenting is existed. This is a 

conceptual study and the user interface graphic is not part of 

that. The approach was to explore the user experience and 

the visibility was more important than the aesthetic of the 

elements. Therefore, a simple button was used with the text 

RichComment written inside that. 

First page 

By tapping on the RichComment button, the user would 

move to the first page of the prototype. This page includes 

product’s picture and all the categories of the relevant 

comments. Moreover, by using the navigation bar, users can 

go to the user profile page and product wall page (Figure 5). 

Profile page 

In the profile page, users can find all their own previous 

comments sorted and divided into ‘tagging text’ comments 

and ‘design’ comments. Additionally, users’ RichComments 

can be followed (Figure 5).  

Product wall 

In the product wall page, users can find a brief description of 

the product and other peoples’ comments where they are 

sorted in both tagging text comment and design comment. 

They can also communicate through like and comment on 

other users’ comments (Figure 5). This page is made based 

on the users’ needs in comment categorization and their 

desire to achieve an overall overview about the product. 

additionally, it helps them to get inspired from different 

ideas. 



 

Figure 5. 1. RichComment Button, 2. First page, 3. Product 

wall, 4. Profile 

Commenting 

Users will be navigated to this state by tapping on the clothes 

and its surrounding area. By choosing clothes or one part of 

the clothes the commenting navbar will appear. This 

commenting navbar enables users to comment in both text 

and design format. The reason of appearing tags on clothes 

at the first stage is to help user to know where to click. In the 

beginning, the nav bar is hidden and by selecting the part that 

user wants to comment on, it pops up. 

Commenting navbar has three different buttons: The left 

button is to write a message on the selected part. Message 

box containing the name of the chosen part, will pop up to 

allow the users commenting. Users can comment straightly 

on the selected part without even being familiar how to call 

different parts of the clothes. It allows users to remember 

different clothes part name and write their comment 

straightly on the selected parts (Figure 6).  

Middle button provides color pallet and different pattern. It 

enables the users to play around different fabric colors and 

patterns. A camera feature empowers the users’ creativity by 

taking a picture from their desired pattern and replacing it 

with the current fabric pattern (Figure 7). 

Right button is considered to suggest the different length for 

the selected part of the clothes. It gives some level of 

freedom to the users to choose the one that they think it is 

appropriate for them (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 6. Tagging text comment 

 

Figure 7. Color palette and fabric pattern palette 

 

Figure 8.  Length adjustment  



 

Figure 9. Drawing directly on the clothes  

In this design a pen also considered to let users directly draw 

on the product picture or write a comment (Figure 9). 

Evaluation: user test 

The prototype was evaluated through usability testing. At the 

first stage, the prototype was tested by 3 interaction designers 

to promote the prototype’s flow. The results of these tests 

were used to modify the prototype. Then, a user test was 

performed. The prototype was tested with 10 persons, 2 men 

and 8 women who were active in social media and interested 

in fashion as a hobby.  

User test structure  

The user test session was conducted in two steps. In the 

beginning, a brief introduction of the test and the purpose of 

the study were given to the participants. Then, they were 

asked to use the prototype to become familiar with its 

functionalities. while participants were interacting with the 

prototype, I was observing them and encouraged them to 

think aloud.  

In the second part, the aim was to put users in a real situation 

and ask them to comment on the clothes. The aim was to let 

users experience the feeling of working with the new 

commenting system and see if it encourages them to express 

their ideas. Investigation the effectivity of the comments 

categorization function, on the process of getting inspired 

and obtaining an overall overview about other people 

opinion was also a part of test purpose. Hence, due to the 

limitation of online prototype, all its interfaces were printed 

out including color, fabric pattern, and height for different 

part of the clothes. Some A4 papers with the “Design” and 

“Text” title and some rectangles to write different categories 

name were used. participants were asked to interact with the 

interface and leave comments and place their comments in 

the correct category. It was also possible to see the comments 

from other participants in different categories and give a like 

or reply to the comments. At the end, some questions were 

asked regarding their feeling about this commenting system 

and if it motivates them to leave a comment. They also asked 

to compare it with the current commenting system in fashion 

social network. The user test meetings were recorded and 

drafted carefully.  

RESULT: INPUT OF FORMATIVE EVALUATION 

The prototype was tested to explore whether all the functions 

are motivating enough to trigger the user to leave more 

insightful comments (figure 10).  

Main design features  

In general, the participants found RichComment helpful for 

commenting on visual contents of fashion products. 

Moreover, it helped the participants to get inspired while 

changing the design and looking through all the other 

comments categories. From the user test session, it was 

concluded that RichComment facilitates the process of 

commenting when comparing that with the current 

commenting system in social networks. As quoted by one of 

the participants “It is interesting that RichComment know 

how people want to comment on clothes”.   

Comment categorization part was interesting for participants 

and they found it useful to obtain the overall overview of 

comments and then decide what they want to know more 

about this product. Participants also found it very helpful to 

use the pen option to write a comment instead of text 

commenting where there wasn't any predetermined design 

alternative. 

Presentation of the future interface design 

The user test’s results also revealed numerous points that 

should be considered in the future RichComment design 

interface. Despite the outcome of the semi structured 

interview, that the participants were interested to have a 

Figure 10. User test 



profile page, the interest faded out after using the real 

prototype. The color palette was also found unnecessarily 

complicated after the prototype test and a suggestion of some 

selected colors was preferred. 

The participants wanted to see how the new design would 

look like on their body, even though they will not send the 

comment including their body and face; they still believed 

that it has an impact on their further decision making and 

commenting. Additionally, showing simultaneously the 

clothes both on model body and a picture of the clothes itself 

was important where the user can see how the clothes look 

like on different parts of the body. Some of the participants 

wanted to share their new design instead of uploading that as 

a comment therefore having a share button beside the upload 

button is also necessary. 

The participants found it time consuming to choose the color 

and then see the changes on the clothes. They wanted these 

two steps happen simultaneously. The addition of a length 

adjusting slider was also another important design option that 

should be added to the RichComment since some of the 

participants wanted to adjust the length of the different parts 

and see the changes simultaneously. Proposing different 

design of a clothes by hovering over different parts like if the 

user can see various types of sleeves by hovering the mouse 

over the original sleeves. Addition of a like slide bar where 

the user can express their level of enthusiasm is also 

suggested from the users. 

When the user ended up with their desired design, they would 

like to see the stores where the similar clothes to what they 

have designed is available. Therefore, an option showing the 

nearest stores and their locations is needed. 

The Participants preferred to see the comments from their 

friends and fashion designers if there is any, on the clothes 

since they could put more trust on those comments. 

Therefore, two new filters called “only from professional 

fashion designers” and “only from friends” should be added 

to the filter list. Nepal.et.al (2013) is also stated that the 

relevant content recommendation in online communities is 

increasing the engagement among their members [22]. 

The users suggested that Equipping the fashion brand 

websites with RichComment in addition to the current 

reviewing functions would also improve the user satisfaction 

because they thought that the RichComment features would 

provide them a deeper insight towards a respective product 

and they are able to write the comments in more details.  

DISCUSSION 

The gathered information from the user tests provided a 

deeper understanding of the user behaviors and motivations 

toward commenting on fashion brands products. In addition, 

beside the required changes in the current commenting 

system user interface, the fashion brands responses to the 

customer needs is crucial for the people who are 

commenting. Below, various factors that improve the user 

interface as well as different customer expectations from 

fashion brands that can be encouraging   for a more effective 

commenting is discussed.  

Commenting system UI design 

The color palette is one of the main parts of the commenting 

in RichComment interface where a full range of colors is 

provided to the users to choose from. The purpose was to let 

the users break the rules and pick their own colors to create 

an exclusive personalized beauty. However, participants’ 

preference was to have a certain number of colors. The usual 

pre-fabricated palettes which are provided by the designers 

with the limited, but enough number of colors is preferred. It 

can be concluded that opting beautiful colors between a full 

range of colors is difficult for ordinary people since there is 

a mindset that choosing a color needs some knowledge. 

Although the needs for expressing the ideas are existed and 

people want to see how their unique selected color would 

look like on the clothes, the fear of being judged by others 

lets them hesitate to post their design as a comment. One of 

the participants said, “I am sure, it is very possible that I 

choose an ugly color since I am not expert in colors”. Still, 

full range of colors could keep as an advance button in order 

not to block the users’ creativity with dictated colors. 

Decision fatigue  

Despite having wide range of options to choose from, 

increase the boundary of freedom, it should be taken into 

consideration that giving a lot of options including color, 

pattern and clothes part suggestion are overwhelming. By 

integrating anticipatory design and predicting what is the 

users’ taste and providing those collections above all other 

choices will prevent the users to scroll down and up several 

times to find their choices. Otherwise, the process of decision 

making will be confusing and time consuming. Sometimes 

when a human mind finds it hard to process a decision, the 

mind would choose the easiest way which is consequent to 

decision fatigue and eventually decision avoidance. people 

would rather not to decide than make a bad choice that they 

might regret [4]. 

Anticipatory design could also be applied to comment 

categories. Integrating machine learning in commenting 

system and filtering categories based on user personality and 

needs could help users to gain the wanted overview in a 

shorter period of time. For instance, if a user is a teenager, 

prioritizing the categories containing the teenagers’ 

comments is useful.  

Products design: Fix or flexible 

Fashion brands often post their finished products to their 

website and social media pages. The result shows that people 

are more motivated to contribute to garment design when it 

is not finalized. Finished status of the products gives an 

impression to the users that their comments are not valuable, 

and they prefer to comment on minor changes. Additionally, 

people believe that designers spend a lot of time to design 

clothes and if it is produced it means it should have had the 

fashion brand's requirements. One of the participants said, 

“Although fashion brands are providing wide range of 



products to show they are following the democracy, we do 

not have options to change some part of that clothes which 

is dictated to us”.  

Customer expression could be enhanced by providing them 

on-demand products with the co-design tools, like 

RichComment and let users to customize and personalize the 

clothes [10]. On-demand products do not induce the 

hesitancy to the customers and they will be more confident 

to express their ideas.  

RichComment in fashion social media 

RichComment encourages the users to express their ideas in 

an easy way which is quick, playful and inspiring.  However, 

this study shows that although providing a good tool for 

commenting on fashion brands products in social media is 

easing the interaction, but it is not enough for encouraging 

customers to express their ideas. Most of the participants 

believed that fashion brands are using social media mostly to 

advertise their products and there is no two-sided interaction 

between fashion brands and customer. Fashion brands just 

care about the products’ likes and increase their visibility in 

social media [27]. Participants mentioned that even 

RichComment takes less time to give a comment, but it is not 

easier than just like a post or doing nothing. People need to 

feel their idea is appreciated. Based on the findings this 

feeling could mostly be conveyed to customers from fashion 

brands. Therefore, it could be interpreted that people feel 

submissive compared to powerful brands, however the brand 

of tomorrow that lets the customer feel empowered counter 

this argument. 

One of the encouragement that participants asked for, was to 

gain small rewards each time they comment and other people 

like their comment. For example, discounts from the 

respective brand could be considered as a reward. Another 

suggestion was to change the clothes design based on the 

most referred or liked comments and give that clothes for 

free to the persons who made that [24].  

RichComment in fashion e-commerce websites 

Ordinary people usually spend their time in social media 

when they are tired or out of working mood. They want to 

have a quick look and close it. However, when people want 

to buy clothes online, they open the fashion brands’ websites 

and spend some time to find the desired clothes and read the 

reviews around that. On fashion brands’ websites, a wide 

range of products is provided to the customers, including a 

short description and a review from other customers. 

Applying RichComment in fashion websites as a social 

interaction feature, or as a replacement of the current 

reviewing system was preferred. Most of the participants 

found the comment categories and suggesting of new design 

so promising as a review system in fashion websites. This 

could be an opportunity for the brands to establish a dialogue 

with the customers under win-win situation. 

Design limitation 

The main limitations of the conducted study are, the few 

numbers of user participants and iterations on paper 

prototype and online prototype. As an example, some of the 

users did not really use the commenting options that they had 

asked for during the interview. More iterations will lead to a 

more optimized design features and eliminates the fancy and 

unnecessary options. To make RichComment as a natural 

way of commenting a balance should be established between 

simplicity and generalization to use it as a potential plugin of 

commenting system in different fashion websites and social 

networks.  

 On the other hand, the design has been investigated only 

from the customer point of view and it should also be 

reviewed from the fashion brands point of view and 

professional designers. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, a new design for commenting on visual 

contents in fashion social networks has been investigated 

where the appropriate tools for effective and interactive 

commenting has been added to the current interfaces through 

a new commenting button called “RichComment”.  

The results have shown that the new commenting bar 

elements were satisfying. Tagging different parts of the 

clothes and commenting on those parts was considered as a 

good option, especially for the customers who are slow in 

typing or non-native English speakers [13]. Categorizing the 

comments related to the post by applying different filters 

such as popularity, only fashion designers, age, etc. was an 

important element to improve the process of obtaining a fair 

overview toward respective post. The user tests showed that 

all the participants preferred color palette and pattern 

changer rather than writing in words about the desired 

patterns. The possibility of using the camera feature to take 

a picture and import it as a selected pattern was found quite 

motivating to trigger the users to express their ideas.  

In future work, the proposed design elements should be 

applied in more details on the new commenting system by 

considering anticipatory design approach. The future work 

also concerns more user testing and iteration to optimize the 

new design functionalities.  
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